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the second problem with the tacx software is the constant development. this is the thing you just
dont want. it seems that every version, they have more and more features. and then they charge
you for them. you have to make a choice. do you want to do more and more and more with your
bike, and spend all your time doing this? or do you want to go to the beach and drink beer for 3
months? i didnt think about the idea of having a subscription based business model in 2006. but it is
the way to go. if the tacx company would have been providing all those updates and features for the
current software the whole issue would be different. today, the only software you have to pay for is
the license (and the software is free on their website). in a subscription model, you pay for the same
product but get a lot more in return. for me, it is a no go. i have a lot of extra time and money to
invest in my bike. i could have bought a new kickr, but i would only use the tacx software for a
couple of years. i would have been buying a head unit that would not work with the tacx software in
a couple of years time. and then i would have been back at square one. i am still looking for a
solution that will work for the future (i expect at least 5 years of support for the tacx software). it is
hard to buy a product from a company that does not support the product for years, and i dont see
that ever changing. that is not an option for me. i dont want to go back to the atari days when you
bought a computer and you hoped it would work for 5 years. you hope it would have a long life and
last. and now, if you buy a computer, you dont know if you can find support for it. if you buy a tv, you
know you can find support for it.
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i bought a new brake 3 weeks ago. i was initially reluctant, as the old one was working fine. i got the
trainer, installed the software, connected everything, and it didn't work. it seemed like the next

update would fix it, but it never did. my head unit will not stay connected to the brain, and i don't
know how to fix it. i went from 4.8.3 to 4.9.2, and that didn't change anything. i'm a fairly technically

competent person, and i can't figure it out. the only thing that works is the brake. it's a very good
brake, and i'm fairly sure i can get it to work if i could just get the brain to cooperate. anyone else

ever had this problem? it's been about two years since i have connected a trainer to my igenius head
unit, and this has been the most frustrating experience. i got the igenius on november 30th, 2011 for
a 70.3 bike race. i installed the software, and within two weeks, i was into trouble. i could barely get

it to connect. i could power it on, but it would just sit there with a spinning battery icon. i tried to
uninstall it, but the software wouldn't uninstall itself. i finally decided to just re-install the software.

that didn't work either. finally, i went into the control panel, and turned off all the wireless
capabilities. i could no longer see any wireless networks. i tried to turn them on, but they wouldn't
turn back on. cant believe it has taken me so long to get around to posting this. may be because i
am still getting used to the awesomeness of my new tracer. i am loving the ease of the control and
the smoothness of the ride. i have been running it on my old seadoo elite powerjet, but really feel

that the tracer is more stable and comfortable. the software is very similar to the previous systems i
have used, which isnt a bad thing because i had a lot of experience with my previous systems. i will
say the same thing as others, that the pbr program for bicycle riding is an awesome addition. i have

been able to do a long ride and play around with a course without any issues. i have not tried the
tacx training systems just yet, but i am sure i will get some good use out of it once i am more

familiar with it. 5ec8ef588b
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